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Introduction
Security breaches are not restricted to the cyber-realm, and often include an element of physical/human
involvement. New technologies, such as Robotic Process Automation, may hold a key to improving digital trust and
removing a human element of insider risk.
TalkTalk Telecom Group plc, a major telecom provider in the UK, has become a poster-child for improved security
operations. In October 2015, in a clear case of cyber security influencing brand trust, TalkTalk suffered a major
data breach involving 157,000 customer records, which impacted consumer trust and resulted in the loss of
100,000 customers (according to the company).
Its most recent breach, however, is perhaps more telling to the industry at large—it involved a small group of
insider contractors who leveraged their positions in a service provider’s delivery center to conduct unauthorized
activities. This issue was only uncovered as a result of an internal forensic audit, conducted by BAE Systems,
triggered by the earlier (2015) breach.
The call center breach exposed a significant weakness common to many organizations: unpredictable or rogue
insider behavior that tests—and breaks—the traditional technical approach to cyber security (Edward Snowden v
NSA incident being perhaps the most notable case in recent years). Contract workers had direct access to data via
onsite computers and took advantage of the situation.
How do you counter this type of insider behavior? One increasingly viable approach is through software robots.

The Promise of Intelligent Automation
Outsourcing has played a key role in the evolving value proposition of business process and IT delivery. But the
idea of creating business value by shifting processes outside of the control of the enterprise has come with real
risks. Too much of the workload that has been outsourced in recent years has included the input and management
of data (e.g., consumer support calls, paper documents, etc.) that contains sensitive information often manually
handled by human agents.
To help mitigate risk, service providers and enterprises tried to impose security processes, such as physically
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limiting access to computer/PC workstations, restricting access to USB/drive devices, leveraging desktop
applications to limit exposure to sensitive (or not-required) data, and the implementation of scripts that, when
activated by the worker, would initiate a preset activity. But risk remains because computers and scripts (which
often store customer or credential data) are still under the control of a user, and desktop apps themselves can be
easily corrupted or exploited.
With the advent of the online and social revolutions, both customer contact and back-office operations have
shifted to digital (many industries now focus on online customer self-service, creating a customer support
infrastructure that is entirely digital). The significance here is the elimination of, or diminishing need for, human
involvement at both the customer and back-office levels. That helps to address some of the concerns of the more
analog-era process delivery under outsourcing but there is still too much access control in the hands of humans to
be entirely secure.
The need to remove humans, and the risks related to data management and control, from process tasks is now
being addressed by the availability of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) tools and the deployment of dynamic
software robots. Deployed properly, RPA and software robots can eliminate the need for human agents to interact
with many systems of record and systems of engagement in the enterprise by conducting the same task steps
using auditable, managed bots following pre-determined business rules. This eliminates some of the fundamental
security risks associated with outsourcing or even the use of remote internal shared service or global business
services centers in the enterprise–a point particularly important in highly regulated industries such as financial
services or healthcare where the risks associated with data leakage can be extreme compared to those in other
industries.
The emergence of today’s RPA tools addresses several key business and security requirements:

» Capacity: the need for software and automation tools that can handle extremely high/variable work-loads
» Flexibility: the requirement to adapt quickly to changes in content or context (flexible rules)
» Awareness: maintaining a stateful status that is aware of both workload and workflow (mimicking human
behavior, which allows for transactions to slow or roll-back in the event of an error)

» Risk Mitigation: removing much of the human interaction with desktops (including virtual desktops) and
applications to minimize security risks

» Audit Trails: having complete end-to-end verification and auditing mechanisms to eliminate errors, data
corruption, and fraud
This isn’t to say that all RPA tools are created equally when it comes to security. Just creating an individual desktop
software bot that has recorded the tasks of a human and then runs them automatically doesn’t necessarily create
an entirely more secure environment. The software bots themselves need to be managed and watched to monitor
behavior and ensure that the robots are carrying out the rules of the processes as defined and the automated task
delivery is as secure as possible. In fact, security requirements and the regulatory environment in which an
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enterprise operates are major evaluation criteria for both service providers and the enterprise when it comes to
selecting which of today’s many different tools for RPA make sense for a given process or enterprise.

What to Watch
This is a rapidly evolving space. Increasingly, all RPA tool vendors and service providers are aware of both the
security advantages their tools bring over manual human activities as well as the mounting security concerns that
the software needs to address. HfS has seen some very interesting approaches to software robots and RPA that
have both business process and security/risk management value. Blue Prism, for example, has adopted an
approach to implementing RPA that is very similar to what we see in cloud computing, with the ability to spin
up/tear down an RPA ecosystem to meet changes in need and provide a high level of flexibility. A single robot can
run, and maintain an audit trail for, any number of different processes based on real-time demand.
There is also an inherent level of security associated with robotic automation, as software robots can be essentially
“virtual” and torn down upon task completion (you can’t hack a resource that no longer exists). Data can also be
co-located with the software robots—eliminating a significant risk associated with the transfer of enterprise or
consumer data between data and processing centers.
From a digital trust perspective, we see high potential value in the use of RPA to eliminate process-oriented risks
and security threats, ultimately resulting in a digital ecosystem that is both reliable and trusted. In that way, RPA
software bots have the potential to become our security conscious underlings, delivering rules based processes in
a controlled environment that is more aligned to addressing the security concerns of the enterprise today.
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